The role of dimensionality on the electronic performance of thermoelectric devices is clarified using the Landauer formalism, which shows that the thermoelectric coefficients are related to the transmission, T͑E͒, and how the conducting channels, M͑E͒, are distributed in energy. The Landauer formalism applies from the ballistic to diffusive limits and provides a clear way to compare performance in different dimensions. It also provides a physical interpretation of the "transport distribution," a quantity that arises in the Boltzmann transport equation approach. Quantitative comparison of thermoelectric coefficients in one, two, and three dimensions shows that the channels are utilized more effectively in lower dimensions. To realize the advantage of lower dimensionality, however, the packing density must be very high, so the thicknesses of the quantum wells or wires must be small. The potential benefits of engineering M͑E͒ into a delta function are also investigated. When compared with a bulk semiconductor, we find the potential for ϳ50% improvement in performance. The shape of M͑E͒ improves as dimensionality decreases, but lower dimensionality itself does not guarantee better performance because it is controlled by both the shape and the magnitude of M͑E͒. The benefits of engineering the shape of M͑E͒ appear to be modest, but approaches to increase the magnitude of M͑E͒ could pay large dividends.
I. INTRODUCTION
The efficiency of thermoelectric devices is related to the figure of merit, ZT = S 2 GT / , 1 where T is the temperature, S is the Seebeck coefficient, G is the electrical conductance, and is the thermal conductance, which is the sum of the electronic contribution e and the lattice thermal conductance l . The use of artificially structured materials such as superlattices 2 and nanowires 3, 4 has proven to be an effective way to increase the performance of thermoelectric devices by suppressing phonon transport. In addition to the success of phonon engineering, additional benefits might be possible by enhancing the electronic performance of thermoelectric devices. 5 Possibilities include reducing device dimensionality 6, 7 and engineering the band structure. 5 Using the Boltzmann transport equation ͑BTE͒, 8 thermoelectric transport coefficients can be expressed in terms of the "transport distribution," ⌶͑E͒. 9, 10 Note that the quantity q 2 ⌶͑E͒ is sometimes called "differential conductivity," ͑E͒, 11, 12 where q is the electron charge. Mahan and Sofo 9 showed mathematically that a delta-shaped ⌶͑E͒ gives the best thermoelectric efficiency. It has been also shown that the efficiency approaches the Carnot limit for a delta-shaped ⌶͑E͒ when the phonon heat conduction tends to zero. 13 An alternative approach, the Landauer formalism, 14 has been widely used in mesoscopic thermoelectric studies. [15] [16] [17] [18] In this paper, we show that it is also useful for macroscopic thermoelectrics. The Landauer formalism reduces to the diffusive results that can be also obtained from the BTE for large structures and to the ballistic results for small structures. It also provides a useful physical interpretation of conventional results from the BTE and a convenient way to compare performance across dimensions. It has been reported that one-dimensional ͑1D͒ and twodimensional ͑2D͒ structures may provide enhanced electronic performance due to the increased electrical conductivity per unit volume. 6, 7, 19 Also, it has been argued that 1D thermoelectric devices will give better efficiencies because the density of states is close to a delta function. 12 Comparisons across dimensions, however, are not straightforward due to the issues such as the assumed cross section of nanowires and their packing density in a three-dimensional ͑3D͒ structure. 20 In this paper, our objective is to examine the role of dimensionality on the electronic performance of thermoelectric devices using the Landauer formalism. Similar comparisons have been done in the past, 6, 7 but comparisons across dimensions are often clouded by assumptions about the nanowire diameter and packing fraction. We present an approach that bypasses these issues. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we summarize the Landauer approach and present a physical interpretation of ⌶͑E͒, which turns out to be proportional to the transmission function, T ͑E͒. 21 In Sec. III, we compare the Seebeck coefficient, S, and power factor ͑S 2 G͒ in 1D, 2D, and 3D ballistic devices and discuss the role of dimensionality. In Sec. IV, scattering is briefly discussed and we examine the upper limit of performance possible by shaping T ͑E͒ into a delta function. Conclusions follow in Sec. V.
II. APPROACH
According to the Landauer formalism, 14 
where I q1 and I q2 are the heating and cooling rates of contacts 1 and 2, respectively, and I q2 − I q1 = ⌬VI, where ⌬V is the voltage difference between the contacts. 22 In Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒, h is the Planck constant, T͑E͒ is the transmission, M͑E͒ is the number of conducting channels at energy E, E F1 and E F2 are the Fermi levels of the two contacts, and f 1 and f 2 are equilibrium Fermi-Dirac distributions for the contacts. In this paper, we assume a uniform conductor in which T͑E͒ is determined by scattering. Equations ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ apply to ballistic devices ͑commonly referred to as thermionic devices͒, as well as to diffusive devices ͑commonly referred to as thermoelectric devices͒. For ballistic devices, T͑E͒ = 1, and for diffusive devices, T͑E͒ = ͑E͒ / ͑͑E͒ + L͒Ϸ͑E͒ / L, where ͑E͒ is the energy-dependent mean free path and L is the length of the conductor. 23 In the linear response regime, I q2 Ϸ I q1 ϵ I q , and Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ are expressed as
where ⌬T is the temperature difference between contacts. Note that SG is one quantity, not S times G. We set E F = E F1 and f = f 1 , and the transport coefficients are
where T ͑E͒ is the transmission function, 21 T ͑E͒ = T͑E͒M͑E͒, and 0 is the electronic thermal conductance for zero electric field. Note that the units indicated in Eqs. ͑5͒-͑7͒ are the same in all three dimensions. Alternatively, Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒ can be expressed as
where S = SG / G, ⌸ is the Peltier coefficient, ⌸ =−TS, and e = 0 − TS 2 G. Comparing the transport coefficients in Eqs. ͑5͒-͑7͒ with those from the BTE, 9 we observe that the "transport distribution" ⌶͑E͒ ͑Refs. 9 and 10͒ has a simple, physical interpretation; it is proportional to T ͑E͒ as
where M͑E͒ essentially corresponds to the carrier velocity times the density of states, 21 and T͑E͒ is a number between zero and one that is controlled by carrier scattering. ͓Note that T͑E͒ can also be engineered in quantum structures such as superlattices, 24 ,25 a possibility not considered in this paper.͔
In this section, we assume ballistic conductors with T͑E͒ = 1. As noted earlier, the expressions for transport coefficients as given by Eqs. ͑5͒-͑7͒ are the same for all dimensions; only M͑E͒ changes. In this study, we will assume a simple energy band structure ͑although we believe that the overall conclusions are more general͒. If we assume that a single parabolic subband is occupied,
where ⌰ is the unit step function, ប = h / 2, 1 is the bottom of the first subband, m ‫ء‬ is the electron effective mass, E C is the conduction band edge, and W and A are the width and the area of the 2D and 3D conductors, respectively. Sketches in Fig. 1 clearly show the difference between the density of states and M͑E͒ for 1D, 2D, and 3D conductors. Using Eqs. ͑5͒-͑7͒ and ͑11a͒-͑11c͒, thermoelectric transport coefficients can be calculated and compared across dimensions as discussed in Sec. III.
III. RESULTS
In this section, we compare each component of ZT determined by electronic properties for 1D, 2D, and 3D ballis- tic conductors. Seebeck coefficients can be compared across dimensions directly because they have the same units in all dimensions. They are calculated from 
is independent of scattering as discussed in Sec. IV͔ Figure 2 shows that ͉S 3D ͉ Ͼ ͉S 2D ͉ Ͼ ͉S 1D ͉ for the same F . As shown in Eq. ͑12͒, S increases as the separation between E F and M͑E͒ increases. As the dimensionality increases, M͑E͒ in Eq. ͑11͒ spreads out more, so S improves. Although Fig. 2 shows that the magnitude of S is greater in 3D than in 1D or 2D for any F , there is more to the story.
The power factor S 2 G is an important part of the ZT. As shown in Fig. 3 , the power factor displays a maximum at F,max = −1.14, Ϫ0.367, and 0.668 in 1D, 2D, and 3D, respectively. This occurs because the electrical conductance,
where M eff is the effective number of conducting channels, increases more rapidly with F in 1D than in 2D or 3D as shown in Fig. 4 . If we compare S not at the same F but rather at the F,max in each dimension, then Ŝ = ͉S͑ F,max ͉͒ is highest in 1D and lowest in 3D as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 2 . For the specific case considered, Ŝ 1D = 2.29ϫ k B / q, Ŝ 2D = 2.16ϫ k B / q, and Ŝ 3D = 1.94ϫ k B / q, which shows an 18 % improvement in 1D over 3D. The power factor is a key figure of merit for thermoelectric devices, but comparing power factors across dimensions brings up issues of the size and packing densities of the nanowires or quantum wells 20 because G is proportional to M eff , which depends on W and A for 2D and 3D conductors, respectively. An alternative approach is to compare the power factor per mode S 2 G / M eff at F,max for each dimensionality. The quantity S 2 G / M eff has the units ͑W / K 2 ͒ and can therefore be compared directly across dimensions. The results are
We observe that the modes are more effectively used in 1D and 2D than in 3D. In 1D, the power factor per mode is 40% larger than in 3D and 12% larger than in 2D. The benefits come from the fact that Ŝ is highest in 1D and lowest in 3D.
So far, we have demonstrated that 1D thermoelectrics are superior to 3D thermoelectrics in terms of the Seebeck coefficient at the maximum power factor and in terms of the power factor per mode. To make use of 1D thermoelectric devices in macroscale applications, many nanowires must be placed in parallel, so issues of the nanowire size and packing density arise. To illustrate the considerations involved, we present a simple example. We first compute the maximum power factor for a 3D device ͑S 2 G 3D,max ͒ with an area of 1 cm 2 . For our model device with ballistic conduction, the result is S 2 G 3D,max = 12.6 W / K 2 . We also find the number of effective conducting channels from Eq. ͑13͒ as M eff,3D = 5.84ϫ 10 12 . To compare this performance to a 2D thermoelectric device, we compute the maximum power factor of a Fig. 3 becomes the maximum in each dimension. We observe
FIG. 3. ͑Color online͒ Model calculation ͑m
‫ء‬ = m 0 , T =300 K͒ results for the power factor ͑S 2D device ͑S 2 G 2D,max ͒ with W = 1 cm, and the model calculation shows that S 2 G 2D,max = 2.96ϫ 10 −6 W / K 2 and M eff,2D = 1.10ϫ 10 6 . Finally, we do the same for a 1D device and find S 2 G 1D,max = 7.28ϫ 10 −13 W / K 2 for M eff,1D = 0.242. The analysis presented earlier established that the power factor per mode is significantly better in 1D than in 2D, which is in turn better than 3D. To realize this advantage on the 1 ϫ 1 cm 2 scale, we must produce the same number of effective modes in that area as is achieved in 3D. To do so ͑assuming 100% packing fraction͒, we find that the thickness of the 2D films must be less than M eff,2D / M eff,3D ϳ 1.89 nm or the size of each nanowire must be less than ͑M eff,1D / M eff,3D ͒ 1/2 ϫ ͑M eff,1D / M eff,3D ͒ 1/2 ϳ 2.03ϫ 2.03 nm 2 . Alternatively, we could seek to achieve the same power factor and ask what the size of the thin film or nanowire would need to be ͑still assuming a 100% packing fraction͒. The answer is 2D films with a thickness of S 2 G 2D,max / S 2 G 3D,max ϳ 2.35 nm or 1D nanowires with a size of
2 . However we choose to look at it, the conclusion is that to realize the benefits of the inherently better thermoelectrics performance in 2D or 1D requires very small structures with very high packing fractions. In practice, nanowires or quantum wells should be separated by barriers, 19 i.e., the "fill factor" should be less than 1. For wires, the fill factor should be 1/4 to 1/3 to maintain their 1D properties. 20 This means that the advantages coming from the more nearly optimal distribution of modes for 1D systems are likely to be compensated by the limited fill factor, which reduces the total number of modes M eff .
Finally, we should consider how different m ‫ء‬ might affect our conclusions. To first order, S is independent of m ‫ء‬ . In 1D, G is also independent of m ‫ء‬ because the m ‫ء‬ -dependencies in the density of states and the velocity cancel out. 26 In 2D G 2D ϰ ͱ m 2D ‫ء‬ , and in 3D G 3D ϰ m 3D
‫ء‬ . Redoing the analysis presented above for m ‫ء‬ = 0.1m 0 , we find that the required sizes of the 2D films or 1D wires is about three times larger. Although the size and packing fraction requirements are still daunting, it appears that the use of low-dimensional structures may be more advantageous for low effective mass thermoelectric devices.
IV. DISCUSSION
Our analysis so far has assumed ballistic transport, T͑E͒ = 1; in the diffusive limit, T͑E͒ → ͑E͒ / L. For several common scattering mechanisms, ͑E͒ can be expressed in power law form as ͑E͒ = 0 ͑E͑p͒ / k B T͒ s , where 0 is a constant, E͑p͒ is the kinetic energy, and s is the characteristic exponent, which depends on device dimensionality and the particular scattering mechanisms. 27 Using this form, the transport coefficients for diffusive thermoelectrics can be calculated from Eqs. ͑5͒-͑7͒. We compare the power factor per mode S 2 G / M eff for three cases: ͑i͒ an energyindependent ͑E͒ with s =0, ͑ii͒ a constant scattering time ͑͒ with s =1/ 2, and ͑iii͒ scattering rates ͑1 / ͒ proportional to the density of states, where s is 1, 1/2, and 0 for 1D, 2D, and 3D, respectively. In case ͑i͒, the results are the same as the ballistic case because S does not depend on scattering and G is simply scaled by a factor of 0 / L. In case ͑ii͒, the modes are still utilized more effectively in lower dimensions as
In this case, the 40% improvement that we found in the ballistic case has become a 100% improvement of 1D over 3D. In case ͑iii͒, however, the power factor per mode is the same in all dimensions, S 2 G / M eff = 3.75ϫ 2k B 2 / h. A full treatment of the role of scattering is beyond the scope of this study. It involves more than the characteristic exponent because effects such as surface roughness scattering, 28, 29 enhanced phonon scattering, 30 and interaction with confined phonon modes 31 may arise in 1D structures. From the solutions of the inelastic 3D Boltzmann equation, Broido and Reinecke 32 have shown that there is a limit to the enhancement of the power factor in the quantum well and quantum wire because scattering rates increase with decreasing well and wire widths. The comparison of the electronic and lattice contributions to ZT for specific III-V nanowires considering all fundamental scattering mechanisms have shown that much of the ZT increase comes from the reduced l . 33 Therefore, in the diffusive limit, we may or may not enjoy advantages in the electronic performance in lower dimensions depending on the details of the scattering processes. This issue deserves further study, but the broad conclusion obtained in Sec. III for ballistic conductors still applies; the packing density of 1D and 2D devices must be high to exceed the absolute power factor of a 3D device, and the individual devices must be small. Finally, we examine the upper limit performance possible by assuming that M͑E͒ has its ideal shape-a delta function. Mahan and Sofo 9 showed that a delta-shaped ⌶͑E͒ gives the best thermoelectric efficiency because it makes the electronic heat conduction zero, e = 0 − TS 2 G = 0, which minimizes the denominator of ZT.
we find
͑14b͒ Figure 5 shows that S 2 G delta has two peaks at F ϳ Ϯ 2.4 and that its maximum value S 2 G delta,max ϳ 2k B M 0 / hT ϫ 0.44 is proportional to M 0 . At this maximum, the power factor per mode becomes ͉S 2 G / M eff ͉ delta = 5.76ϫ 2k B 2 / h. To explore the potential benefit from engineering M͑E͒, we compare the power factors calculated from M 3D ͑E͒ in Eq. ͑11c͒ and
We determine the M 0 that makes M eff the same for the two cases for A =1 cm 2 and then compare the maximum power factors. The result shows that S 2 G 3D,max = 12.6 W / K 2 and S 2 G delta,max = 19.3 W / K 2 . Therefore, shaping M 3D ͑E͒ into a delta function gives a 53% improvement in power factor. It should be noted, however, that we have assumed that M eff is the same in both cases. This is equivalent to comparing the power factor per mode,
.76/ 3.75ϳ 1.53. We can also compare the M 2D ͑E͒ in Eq. ͑11b͒ and M 1D ͑E͒ in Eq. ͑11a͒ with the delta function. The comparison shows a 23% improvement over 2D and a 10% improvement over 1D power factors as ͉͑S 2 GM eff ͉ delta ͒ / ͉͑S 2 GM eff ͉ 2D ͒ = 5.76/ 4.68ϳ 1.23 and ͉͑S 2 GM eff ͉ delta ͒ / ͉͑S 2 GM eff ͉ 1D ͒ = 5.76/ 5.24ϳ 1.1. The advantage of the delta function decreases with decreasing dimensionality because the shape of M͑E͒ improves as dimensionality decreases.
As discussed above, the ideal delta-shaped M͑E͒ means that the power factor per mode is maximized and the modes are used most effectively. It should be noted, however, that the magnitude of M͑E͒ is also important as well as the shape of it to increase the total power factor and ZT. Shaping M͑E͒ promises some benefit, but the benefits would also come by increasing M͑E͒. Therefore, it is worth exploring the possibilities of engineering both the shape and the magnitude of M͑E͒ to maximize the thermoelectric efficiency. Molecular thermoelectrics 34, 35 may have potential because M͑E͒ is inherently a broadened delta function, and its magnitude might be greatly increased by connecting many molecules in parallel. In another recent experiment, 5 an increase in ZT was reported for bulk PbTe doped by Tl. This is believed to be due to the additional resonant energy level, which improves both the shape and magnitude of M͑E͒.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we examined the role of dimensionality on the electronic performance of thermoelectric devices using the Landauer formalism. We showed that the transmission T͑E͒ and the number and distribution of conducting channels M͑E͒ are major factors determining thermoelectric transport coefficients. We also found that the "transport distribution" 9,10 is proportional to the product T͑E͒M͑E͒. Assuming ballistic transport T͑E͒ = 1, we were able to show quantitatively how much more efficiently the modes are utilized in 1D than in 2D and 3D. It is hard, however, to realize the advantage because the quantum wires or wells should be closely packed, and their thicknesses should be very small. To first order, these conclusions also apply in the diffusive limit.
Using the Landauer approach, we also discussed the possible benefits from engineering M͑E͒ into a delta function. For the same effective number of conducting channels, the improvement over a parabolic band in 3D is about 50%. As dimensionality decreases, the shape of M͑E͒ becomes closer to a delta function. However, this does not necessarily mean that 1D is better than 2D or 3D because the magnitude of M͑E͒ is also important. It is not dimensionality itself that is important, it is the shape and the magnitude of M͑E͒. We conclude that reduced dimensionality per se, does not hold great promise for improving the electronic part of the figure of merit. Engineering band structures through size quantization, strain, crystal orientation, etc., should, however, be carefully explored in addition to the efforts to reduce l . 
